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Abstract—This paper performs computational studies and
develops control schemes for a virtual power plant (VPP)
network formed by a community of homes with rooftop solar
PV generation, and battery energy storage. Appropriate control
and scheduling of the battery operations, and peer-peer power
flow between the homes provide a possible solutions for reducing
the higher costs and uncertainties brought to grid by high
solar PV penetration. The residential community studied here
includes twelve homes categorized into four types depending on
whether they have energy storage or rooftop solar PV panels.
The homes exchange power among themselves, and the real-time
electricity rate and the energy assignment for each are decided
based on their individual bidding schemes. The homes benefit
due to the lower electricity rate enabled by this aggregation, as
compared with that available from the utility grid. In this work,
the PV generation and load consumption for the different types
of homes are calculated from building models. Simulation studies
demonstrate that the advantages of the proposed transactive
power flow include lower maximum power demand as well as
reduced peak-peak power on the duck curve.
Keywords—Virtual Power Plant (VPP); Aggregation; Battery
Control Scheme; Time of Use Rate; Smart Home.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Data from the U.S. Energy Information Administration
shows that the hourly load demand grew by 14% in 2018
compared with a year before [1]. Furthermore, with the
increasing PV penetration, and considering that peak load and
generation are not coincident, excess power is supplied to the
utility grid causing the “duck curve” phenomenon especially in
neighborhoods where roof-topped PV panels are congregated
[2], [3]. The increasing power demand and PV penetration
further exacerbate the issue, and necessitate upgrading the
ratings of distribution equipment, and possibly generation and
transmission capacity expansion.
The distribution power system containing homes with
rooftop PV panels and batteries can be regarded as a virtual
power plant (VPP), according to its definition that a VPP
is a set of generating units, storage facilities, and demands,
that are grouped and operate as a single entity with the aim
of optimizing the energy resources [4], [5]. The utility grid
benefits from the VPP because of its ability to tackle the
uncertainties in renewable energy generation and fluctuation in
the system power demand [6]. The VPP operates as a proactive
market player who purchases or sells active power at the utility
level, leading to desirable power flow [7], [8].
At the lower intramarket level within the VPP, one way to
encourage customers to coordinate is aggregation [9]. Cus-

tomers change their net power demand profiles by controlling
the residential batteries, which supply electricity when the
aggregated demand is high and absorb power when PV generation is in surplus. As the electricity rate from the aggregator
changes according to the amount of energy residences are
willing to sell or buy, the customers who are able to coordinate
gain the financial benefits [10].
In this paper, the power flow from the VPP is dynamically
calculated based on the net demand and power flow among different homes. EnergyPlus is employed for modeling the realtime energy consumption and generation from each house. The
power absorbed or supplied by each home is decided based
on the individual bidding schemes. This paper demonstrates
that benefits of aggregation including peak power reduction,
are achieved even in areas with fixed electricity rates.
This paper studies the beneficial effects of aggregation,
including reductions in peak power demand for the VPP load
profile. A subdivision including different types of homes is
modeled and controlled as a VPP. Four types of homes are
distinguished by the combination of PV and battery energy
storage (BES) availability. Representative case studies for one
summer day and one winter day are evaluated.
II. S YSTEM M ODELING
A VPP is comprised by a system with 12 homes, including
some with rooftop PV sources and batteries (Fig. 1). It is
assumed that this residential community is connected to the
grid via one node, which is regarded as an infinite source. In
this paper, only active power flow is considered in the network
and the power at the grid node is obtained from the generation
and load demand of all homes. Transactive power flow behind
the node is enabled by the aggregator.
The 12-homes are categorized into four different types based
on the availability of BES and PV. They are: homes without
solar PV or BES; those with only BES but no PV; houses with
PV alone and residencies having both PV and BES, with the
abbreviations ‘Conventional’, ‘BES only’, ‘PV only’, ‘BES
and PV’, respectively. Each of the four categories has three
homes, with different load profiles. The loads are denoted by
L1 , L2 , L3 for winter, and L4 , L5 , L6 for summer (Fig. 2).
The power demand is calculated from building energy models
developed in BEopt and EnergyPlus, with weather data from
Sacramento, CA.
The net load of each home is decided by its own power
demand, the PV generation, the BES power and the power
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(a)
Figure 1. Schematic of the studied VPP system composed by homes with
rooftop PV generation and residential battery storage. The VPP control is
realized by the transactive power flow, which is enabled by the aggregator.
The power system includes four types of homes, namely, ‘conventional’
households without either BES or PV panels, homes having BES only, those
with PV only but no BES, and residences equipped with both PV and BES.

from the aggregator. The net power demand of each home
supplied by the grid is given by,
PG (t) = PH (t) − PP V (t) − PBES (t) − PA (t),

(1)

where PG (t), power from the grid; PH (t), home power
demand; PP V (t), the PV generation; PBES (t), BES power;
PA (t), power from the aggregator. The total power delivered
to the VPP from the grid node is calculated as,
PV P P (t) =

i
X

PGi (t),

i = 1, 2, . . . , n,

(2)

1

(b)
Figure 2. Power consumption and PV generation for different homes on a
winter day (a); a summer day (b). The power demands are calculated with
detailed building energy models realized by BEopt and EnergyPlus. Houses
equipped with solar panels are assumed to have the same PV generation in
the same day because of the same PV rating and weather conditions.

where PGi is the net power of home i calculated in (1).
III. H OME B IDDING S CHEDULES
Transactive power flow among the houses allows them to
perform energy arbitrage behind the grid node. The aggregator
is responsible for setting the real-time electricity rate and
energy distribution based on the bidding schemes from each
home, which describe the relationship between the amount
energy bought and the electricity rate. The proposed bidding
scheme is SOC based such that houses buy power when the
SOC is low, and sell power when it is high. The bidding
scheme is defined as follows,
Ei = ai · ri + bi ,

i = 1, 2, ..., n,

(3)

where Ei , the energy home i buys from the aggregator; ri ,
the electricity rate; ai and bi are coefficients. The coefficients
change dynamically in time and for different houses.
Knowing the utility electricity rate and the energy allowed
to be traded at any given time, the coefficients are calculated based on the SOC. For example, the line standing for
SOC=50% in the middle in the graph of Fig. 4 is defined
by points (rs , Emax ) and (rb , −Emax ), where rs , rb , the rates
offered by the grid to the houses for selling and buying
electricity, respectively and Emax is the maximum energy

allowed for a single house to trade, in this case, the points
(0.05, 0.6) and (0.15, -0.6). The coefficients ai and bi are
calculated by solving the equation formed by these two points.
For a given house with BES, the bidding scheme changes
with the variation of SOC in time. For a given time, houses
with BES usually have different bidding schemes because the
SOCs tend to be diverse as the twelve houses are most likely
to have different power demands. Therefore, different houses
always have diverse bidding schemes at one time. For homes
without BES, the bidding scheme is set to the same as that of
houses containing a battery with a SOC of 50%.
When SOC decreases, the point (rs , Emax ) remains unchanged, while the y value of the other point increases to
encourage buying energy. For instance, the point (rb , −Emax )
changes to (rb , Emax ) as SOC decrease from 50% to 0% in
the extreme case. On the contrary, when SOC increases from
50% to 100%, the point (rb , −Emax ) remains unchanged but
point (rs , Emax ) changes to (rs , −Emax ).
The battery power for each home is calculated from the
power balance equation (1), and the bidding scheme for the
next time step is updated based on the SOC. The whole
procedure for aggregation is presented in Fig. 3.

Figure 4. Bidding schemes for different battery states of charge. For a given
SOC, the amount of energy bought by a home is decided by the real-time
electricity rate at the aggregator. In the two limiting cases with SOC=100%
and SOC=0%, the home sells and buys energy, respectively, regardless of the
electricity rate.

Figure 3. Procedures for aggregation at each time step. The aggregator
collects the information from the grid and the homes, based on which the
electricity rate and the energy distribution are calculated. The equations used
for estimation are placed within the blocks in parentheses.

The total amount of energy bought from the aggregator is
set to zero, assuming no loss in the arbitrage,
n
X

Ei = 0.

(4)

i=1

Solving (3) and (4) acquires the real-time electricity price, as,
P
bi
r = − P , i = 1, 2, ..., n,
rb < r < rs , (5)
ai
where the electricity rate from the aggregator is limited by rb
and rs , the rates offered by the grid to the houses for buying
and selling electricity, respectively. The energy assigned to
each house is decided by the electricity rate from (5) and the
bidding scheme submitted by the house in (3).
IV. C ASE S TUDY
A neighborhood with 12-homes is studied, and the dynamic
power demand of the VPP comprised by these houses is
analyzed on a representative winter and summer day. The
BES and PV ratings in the homes are 7kW/20kWh and 10kW
respectively. Four cases are proposed for each of the representative days: 1) With transactive power flow or aggregation
(Fig. 1); 2) without the aggregation; 3) With aggregation, but
none of the homes have BES; 4) without the aggregation and
with no BES in any of the homes. Without BES, the total net
power demand of the VPP in cases 3 and 4 are the same,

therefore, they are combined as case ‘no BES’, which forms
the reference case. The simulation step is set to 5 minutes.
Simulation results show that both the peak-to-peak power
and maximum power demand of the VPP are reduced in case
2, as compared with the reference case. The VPP performance
is further improved in case 1 when there is transactive power
flow among the houses.
On the studied winter day, the VPP behaves as a load (Fig.
5). For case 1, the power is transacted through the aggregator
when the PV generation is high in the afternoon. The batteries
charge from the PV system in the afternoon and supply power
towards the evening hours, which reduces the peak power
demand and variation (Fig. 6). The highest reduction in the
peak-peak and maximum power is achieved in case 1.
The VPP in the summer sells electricity to the grid when
the PV generation is high and buys it when the power demand
is high (Fig. 7). In the afternoon, BESs in case 1 have
access to the PV generation of all houses. Motivated by the
lower electricity rate offered by the aggregator when the PV
generation is abundant, BESs store greater energy in case
1 (Fig. 8). Due to the higher SOC of the BES, homes self
consume, thereby reduce the total peak power in the evening.
V. C ONCLUSION
This paper studies a VPP formed by a community of smart
homes with rooftop solar PV generation, and battery energy
storage systems. The buildings’ power demand and generation
are modeled through BEopt and EnergyPlus. This VPP is
connected to the grid, which is represented as an ideal sink or
source of power. The batteries within the houses are controlled
such that transactive power flow occurs behind the grid.
Case studies carried out on representative winter and summer days, for homes with and without batteries, and with and
without transactive power flow reveal that the use of energy
storage substantially reduces the peak-peak load variations,
as well as the maximum demand. Further reductions in these
quantities are achieved when the homes exchange power

Figure 5. The real-time power for a representative winter day. ‘Aggregated’
stands for the power passing through the aggregator. The fluctuation and peak
power demand of the VPP is mitigated by the residential BES, and further
improved by the aggregator.

Figure 6. The available energy of the VPP on the representative winter day.
The batteries charge more in the afternoon and supply higher power in the
evening, leading to VPP output power with reduced maximum demand and
peak-to-peak power.

among one another. Reduced load variations, and smaller
maximum demands can potentially offset investment in distribution capacity expansion, and also reduce the flexibility
requirements of the generation system.
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